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Nashball (Nashball.org) is a fast-paced and athletic team sport 
inspired by the simplicity and free flow of soccer (football) 
incorporating ball handling used in volleyball and fistball (faustball).

Nashball allows ball contact with the entire body, has simplistic 
rules, minimal equipment, and accommodates players of any 
size and athletic background. 

The Basics
1 Nashball is played with 2-20 people. An ideal team game uses 3-8 players per side. 

Variations for indoor, beach, and small games are found in the following pages.

2 Serve, control, pass the ball (slightly over-inflated volleyball) down field. 
Land the ball in the opposing team’s oval to score a point.

3 Players are allowed four consecutive touches using any body part. 

4 Hands must be in closed fists.

5 One bounce is allowed between any ball contact.  
A bounce does not reset or interrupt the four allowed touches.

6 The opposing team serves in the instance of two bounces, five touches by 
one player, or a foul.

7 Players must contact the ball prior to contacting another player. 

8 When a player receives a ball and keeps it in the air within arm’s length, no 
one can touch it. If it bounces, leaves arm’s length, or the player enters the  
shot box, it is anyone’s ball. 

Simple Equipment: Open space, a ball (volleyball), field markers (8-16 cones), and two teams of players.

Concepts included in the game: Contacting the ball with any body part, bouncing the ball, kicking / spiking / 

lobbing the ball to score, contact with opposing players, equal rules for each player, horizontal goals.

Concepts NOT included in the game: Traditional goals, baskets, nets, goalkeepers, holding / carrying / throwing 

the ball, open-hand sets and spikes, sidelines, offsides, rolling / dribbling the ball on the ground.
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Score a point if the ball hits the ground here.

Service Line - Offense serves from here if fouled in shot zone.
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Shot Box
Possession rule does not apply. 

Shot Box
Serve from here to start play. Any dead ball goes to defense.
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Baseline - Any player stepping on or beyond this line is out of play until dead ball. 
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Ball Handling

 � Use any body part to juggle, bounce, or pass the ball. If ball contacts any part of the hand or 
forearm, hand must be in a closed fist (base of the fingers at a 90º angle to the back of the hand 
with fingertips touching the palm. If any part of the fingers are in line with the back of the hand, 
hand is not in a fist.) No catching, throwing, holding, or lifting allowed. Open-hand foul results 
in serve for opposing team at spot of foul. Open-hand foul by defense behind own service line 
results in offensive serve from outside of service line (“service line serve.”)

 � The ball must be cleanly struck with an immediate and apparent rebound. Any prolonged 
contact is a carry, stall, or push foul.

 � A player can use up to four consecutive touches (regardless of bounces). A bounce does not 
count toward or reset the number of touches. Five touches by one player is a turnover (opposite 
team serves) at the spot of foul.

 � Striking or attempting to strike the ball with two separated arms / fists or with two body parts 
simultaneously is counted as two touches, regardless if both body parts actually contact the 
ball. If hands are interlocked (i.e. volleyball bump pass) this is defined as one touch. If hands are 
parallel (in contact but not interlocked) contact with ball is defined as two touches.

 � The ball can bounce on the ground once between any contact. If ball bounces twice, the team 
touching it last loses possession. Defending team serves from own shot box if the second 
bounce (regardless of where player touched ball) occurs on own defensive half. Defending 
team serves from behind the half line if second bounce occurs on own offensive half. Defending 
team serves if second bounce happens in own shot box, regardless of who touched ball last. 
When a ball is simultaneously contacted by two players and two bounces follow, offense (team 
that made prior touch) maintains possession with serve, unless bounces occur in shot box 
(defending team serves).

 � No high kicks. If another player is within arm’s or leg’s reach of the ball (playing distance), thigh 
must remain parallel to the ground or below, and feet must remain below the waist.

 � The Serve: Start game by serving to own team from anywhere in own shot box. Player must be 
stationary to serve and must plant feet shortly after taking possession of the dead ball. Pivoting 
on one foot is allowed. One foot must remain stationary upon serve. All serves are indirect 
(cannot score with serve). Serves can occur from anywhere behind service line or half line 
(according to where second bounces has occurred.) A serve that bounces twice is a turnover. 
Server must hold the ball then use one touch only to deliver it to any other player. If server 
makes two consecutive hits upon serving, opposing team takes possession at spot (or behind 
service line if serve was from shot box.) Serves can occur from anywhere behind appropriate line 
(service line / half line) and can be played in any direction.

The Complete Rules of
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Open Field

 � Possession Rule. When a player makes a controlled contact with the ball keeping it in the air 
(i.e. juggles, taps, bumps, hits ball to himself) and the ball remains within his / her reach, he / she 
is in possession. If player’s fist is extended above top of head, player is not in possession and 
ball is available to any player. Simultaneous contact by two players is in possession of offense 
(team that made previous touch). After this initial contact with ball, defender is not allowed 
to touch ball or ball handler. A defender who contacts the ball within the ball-handler’s arm’s 
length during possession rule protection has committed a foul even if stationary. If ball handler 
allows ball to touch ground during his possession, defender can intercept, regardless of the 
number of touches handler has used. 

 � Contact. When attempting to contact ball and prior to doing so, no player is allowed to make 
contact with another player. Minor, incidental contact following touch of the ball is acceptable. 
Heavy, obstructive, or questionable contact from any player is a foul and opposing team serves 
at the spot of foul. If contact is mutual, ball is awarded to the offense.

 � Incidental contact is allowed among players away from the ball. Contact that affects movement 
is not allowed. No intentional contact or obstruction (screen) is allowed.

 � No sidelines exist in open field. 

 � If a fouled player retains playing advantage (maintains possession, has shooting opportunity, 
completes forward pass), play will not be stopped unless the foul is flagrant or injury occurs. 
This “advantage play” decision is at the discretion of the offense. If a point is scored, the fouled 
team may decline the foul.

Shot Box

 � Possession rule does not protect offense in shot box. Defender can intercept ball at any point.

 � Possession rule protects defense in shot box (as in open field).

 � Heavier incidental contact is allowed in the shot box provided players are in reach of and clearly 
trying to play the ball. Holding one’s position despite contact is allowed. No tripping, pushing, 
kicking, checking, hitting or other blatant contact or intentional obstruction is allowed.

 � Any dead ball initiated from shot box results in serve for defense regardless of where the ball 
lands. If defender is in the air, he or she is required to have left the ground from the shot box to 
retain possession after a dead ball. Exception: A dead ball following a serve from the shot box 
that has not touched the opposite team is a turnover. Serve is awarded to the opposite team 
from the half line (i.e. receiver of a serve cannot pass back to the server who then kills the ball in 
the shot box to retain possession.) 

 � Defensive foul or open-hand violation in shot box results in serve for offense anywhere outside 
service line. If an offensive player has a clear scoring chance and is fouled by a defender, a point 
is awarded to the offense. (This decision is made by scoring judge if applicable.) 

 � Ball or body part on the oval line is in the oval. Ball or body part on the baseline (away from 
oval) is out-of-bounds. 

(The Complete Rules of Nashball continued)
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Oval

 � A point is scored with any ball touching the ground (landing) in the oval from the air on the first bounce. 

 � Shots are allowed from anywhere with any body part. 

 � Area in the air above the oval or out-of-bounds is in play if player is not touching the ground. 
If any player steps in the oval or out-of-bounds, he is out-of-play until ball is dead. If defender 
touches the ball after touching out-of-bounds, offense serves from behind the service line.

 � If a defender touches the oval, any ball that touches him until the ball is dead is a point for the 
offensive team regardless of his position after touching the oval.

Tiebreak Shootout

 � An offensive player attempts to score (with 4 total touches) starting from the half line with a 
defender in the shot box. Ball is in play until dead ball. Each team is given three attempts by 
different players. The winning team is given an additional attempt for each point it is ahead. 
A tie is ended with additional attempts by different players from each team equally until one 
team falters. Only current players on the field are allowed to participate and the lineup is cycled 
through. Defender can be any player.

Equipment and Field

 � The oval is a rectangle, with rounded (1 yd. radius) back corners (aka half-rectoval) measuring 12 
feet (3.7m)  in depth and 24 feet (7.3m) in width. 

 � The shot box is a rectangle measuring 15 feet (4.5m) in depth and 54 feet (16.5m) in width.

 � The distance between shot boxes varies based on number of players. Field length between ovals is 
10 yards (9m) for the number of players per side. (i.e. 4v4 uses a 40 yd.. field. 8v8 uses an 80yd. field.)

 � Field width must be at least 30 yards (27.5m) with no maximum width.

 � The ball is 26 inches in circumference weighing 9-10 ounces, inflated to 6 PSI. (A slightly more 
inflated volleyball.)

Time

 � A regulation nashball match contains two, 40-minute halves, with at least a 10 minute break 
between. Teams defend the opposite oval after the half.

 � The clock, held by one scoring judge (or timekeeper), moves continuously. Substitutions occur 
upon a team’s own shot box serve. When an injured player is on the ground for more than 15 
seconds, the clock is stopped and resumes upon the next serve.

 � After a dead ball, the last team to touch the ball must make a visible effort without delay to 
recover the ball or a game warning is possible. Once all players (including substitutes) are in 
position, a serve is made within (approximately 10) seconds after the server receives the ball. 
After failure to serve in reasonable time from the shot box, opposite team serves from the half 

line. If service delay occurs at the half line, opposite team serves from own shot box. 

(The Complete Rules of Nashball continued)
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Two–Versus–Two
Main rules apply with these additions:

 � Following the serve, the second teammate must touch the ball first or serve is repeated.

 � Defense is not allowed to obstruct any player or ball prior to the offense receiving the serve on 
its own half. Standard defensive rules apply if offense receives serve beyond the half line.

 � If the defender steps in the oval, he or she is out of play until dead ball. If the defender steps 
out of bounds, the player is allowed to re-enter the field and continue play provided he or she 
does not touch the ball while out-of-bounds.

 � All serves are from the shot box except in the case of a foul.

One–Versus–One
This version can be played in a small space (20-30 yds. between ovals). This is an effective way to 
practice shooting accuracy and is a great workout. An ideal play is for the defender to successfully 
keep a blocked shot in play and counter-attack. Main rules apply with these additions:

 � Play begins with up to four touches starting from one’s own shot box (no serve).

 � Shots scored from beyond the half line earn one point. Shots scored from behind the half line 
earn two points. Shots scored from one’s own shot box earn three points.

 � After a dead ball, the game continues as quickly as the new offender can retrieve the ball and 
put it into play.

 � Balls initiated by the defender that bounce twice within his or her own half (not initiated from 
shot box) are brought into play by the offense from the half line (as with team play).

Three–Player
One–versus–one rules apply with these additions:

 � One player is assigned to defend each oval and score on the opposing oval.

 � Each defender is allowed one serve per round.

 � The third player begins at the half line and attempts to intercept from either player to cause a 
dead ball.

 � Players rotate in round-robin fashion until each player has played a round in the middle position.

 � The player with the most ovals after the three rounds wins the set. 

Variations of
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Indoor (gymnasium)
Main rules apply with these additions:

 � Any ball touching beyond the baseline is out-of-bounds, as in the outdoor game, back wall 
included. A ball touching any other surface (walls, ceiling) is in play. Bounces are defined only as 
the ball touching the floor.

 � To score, the ball must touch the oval on the first bounce without hitting any other object.

 � The oval is smaller (approximately 18’ x 8’).

Beach Play
Main rules apply with these additions:

 � If a ball hits the sand and ceases bouncing, the offense (team who touched it last) is allowed to 
scoop the ball up with one hand or foot. This must be done in a fluid motion without stalling. 
The player cannot be the same player who made the original contact. Ball can be scooped up 
to oneself or passed to another player. The scoop counts as one touch.

 � After being scooped, a ball bouncing twice or becoming stationary without touching another 

player first is a turnover.

(Variations continued)
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     Consensus Officiating Guidelines
In nashball, players work together to create a quality game without the necessity of an objective 

authority. While structure and consequences are maintained, a nashball game is understood to be self-

governed and supported predominantly on mutual respect and fair judgement, accepting mistakes and 

discrepancies. The game is approached with a system of etiquette and honesty that is a requirement 

rather than an optional enhancement of the game.  (Leagues for players under 18 years of age may find 

the use of a head referee more practical.)

Several sports are proven to function at high levels more by an honor code and less by referees. A 

deep tradition of etiquette is associated with games like tennis, golf, cricket and rugby, following 

rules relying on personal character and great respect for officials. In nashball, questionable calls and 

mistakes are accepted, players respect the hierarchy of the captains, and faking injury and cheating 

are intensely forbidden.

While the actual playing skills of nashball are often easily transferred from other sports, this alternative 

approach of self-governing etiquette must be made clear upon participating in the game. Although 

the game uses no central authority, a clear structure and set of consequences exists.

Definitions

Mark: A credit earned by a player / team accepting a foul call or dispute. 

Reversal: The option to overrule a call. A reversal is earned with five team marks.

Warning: A signal stated by a captain to caution the game when a foul cannot be agreed upon or 

fair play seriously comes into question. A warning is indicated by arms in an “X” overhead while 

blowing the whistle. Three accumulated warnings ends the game with no result.

 � The first line of decision belongs to the two players involved in a foul. A player can either claim 

he has fouled or received a foul. Non-contact fouls (open-hand, four hits) should be called by 

the offending player or his captain. The nearest player to the play or the opposing captain can 

also call the foul, but should do so sparingly. If the foul call is accepted, the fouled team serves 

at the spot in question.

 � If the opposing player does not accept the foul call, the player claiming the foul can accept this 

dispute and earn one “mark.” The player raises his hand, alerting the scoring judge (see p. 9) to 

add to the team tally. The disputing player receives the ball at the spot in question. A dispute 

should be honest and not construed as an aggressive act. The goal is for players to come to a 

consensus therefore questioning a play is acceptable. 

 � When five marks are earned (a tally maintained by both scoring judges), the team is allowed 

one “reversal” privilege. This privilege is to be used only when the opposing player genuinely 

disagrees that a foul was committed. It can never be used strategically or a warning is possible. 

A reversal subtracts five marks from the team mark count.

 � A player claiming a foul must accept this reversal. Acceptance of a mistake is often necessary.  

A reversal is fair and well-earned by previous compromise, even if the call is questionable.
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 � The second line of decision belongs to one captain representing each team. Team captains are 

given much more power than in other sports, nearly that of a conventional referee. Captains carry 

a whistle which is blown if their player signals a foul by raising his hand.

 � If neither player accepts a called foul or the following dispute, the decision defaults to the 

captains. The captain of the accused team is first allowed to accept, followed by the accusing 

team captain. Acceptance earns one mark. If neither accepts, the accusing captain, by default, 

has offered a “warning” to the game and must signal this fact with arms in an “X” signaling all 

players and the scoring judge to record the warning. Regardless of how it is initiated, a warning 

holds every player on the field accountable, not a single player.

 � A captain is allowed to overrule a foul called by his own player. A fallen, injured or questionably 

fouled player is often adrenalized or emotional. Players must be prepared to accept the 

overrule of their own captains in the spirit of a quality game. A captain must declare an overrule 

immediately upon stopping the game. The accused player can allow a brief moment (2-3 

seconds) for accusing captain to overrule his player. Once this moment has passed, the accused 

player will dispute if applicable.

 � Each oval is assigned a scoring judge. This judge has the ultimate authority on any boundary 

decisions where the ball lands in the oval or when a shot is blocked. The judge can place a 

warning on the game for any dispute to his decision. Any decision involving boundaries where the 

ball lands outside the oval defaults to the captains first, followed by the scoring judge. The scoring 

judge has ultimate rule over defensive fouls that interrupt a clear scoring chance (point rewarded). 

The scoring judge retains authority of game rule questions and can be consulted by captains.

 � Captains are allowed at any point to consult with teammates away from opposing players.

 � If, at any point, a captain senses that a foul was called strategically, a player has dramatized a 

foul (diving), or a player is antagonizing or undermining the game, the captain is allowed to 

signal a warning on the game. (Warnings should be used very sparingly, much like a red card in 

football / soccer. Two or three warnings should be as rare as multiple red cards in football.)

 � Upon the accumulation of three warnings the game is ceased. Ideally, no result is recorded for 

this game and the game must be replayed at a later time. 

 � Because the currently losing team has an incentive to end the game by offering warnings or 

disputing calls thus creating a chance to win at a later time, the two scoring judges do have the 

right to overturn a warning in the rare case that such a game-ending warning seems unjustified 

or for strategic purposes. These are points at which the game heavily relies upon sportsmanship 

rather than manipulating rules for one’s own advantage. 

 � If a result is required: A third warning issued by either team results in both teams being 

allowed only one player in his defending shot box at any time. If a third warning is issued by the 

currently winning team, all marks for this team are lost. If the game is tied, both teams lose all 

marks in a third warning. A fourth warning ends the game with a one-on-one shoot out.

(Consensus Officiating Guidelines continued)
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About Consensus Officiating
NASHBALL’S OFFICIATING IS A DEPARTURE FROM THAT OF MOST CONVENTIONAL SPORTS. In short, 
nashball uses no single judge with absolute power. While this might immediately sound impossible, 
there is only a conditioned assumption that team sports must be governed by an objective 
authority. The majority of daily team sport matches worldwide are played with no referee. It is 
important to note that nashball does not remove structure and consequences but rather achieves it 
by different means.

Competitive sport experience shows that an authority figure on the field does not prevent incidents 
of dissent, intentional fouling, poor sportsmanship, and controversy. Inversely, the absence of a 
judge does not render a game chaotic. Recreational pickup games and even tournament level 
matches of sports like tennis, volleyball, and golf prove this. In this case, observation of rules relies 
on the character, mutual respect, consensus, and compromise of the players themselves. 

In many cases, from the lowest recreational leagues to the world arena, expectation of objective 
judges to be perfect often fuels an atmosphere of defiance, fake injury, make-up calls, strategically 
pressuring the official, and the standard practice breaking rules because the referee cannot see 
everything. These flaws have become accepted and woven into sports culture. By choosing to use 
only three referees on a very large field, football (soccer) chooses to accept imperfect officiating 
as part of the game. To avoid flaws, American football, tennis, and other sports increasingly rely on 
large groups of referees, tedious replays, and technology not available at lower levels of play.

Placing a judge on the field often encourages players to appeal to this authority about the actions 
of others. This is circumvented in nashball by allowing a player to call a foul directly. The accused 
player is punished by losing possession but also rewarded (with the “mark” system) for accepting 
the foul and any discrepancy associated with it.

As a new and non-traditional sport, nashball can afford to experiment with a different way of officiating. 
Players are, as in any game without a referee, held to a strong honor system based on respect for the 
game at hand and its players. Teams work together to create a logical, competitive experience with clear 
boundaries. Relying on the character of the participants to support the game is distinctly different than 
hiring a team of arbitrators to attempt to maintain order while players often undermine the rules. If a 
round of golf routinely involved players moving the ball to a more favorable location whenever the other 
players were out of sight, the game would have no point. In team sports, this is analogous to continuing 
to play following a foul simply because the referee did not see it.

The objectivity of highly-officiated league competition can weaken the necessity of good 
sportsmanship, demoting it as optional. Poor sportsmanship rarely prevents team sport games 
from being completed. In nashball’s alternative approach, players work together in an atmosphere 
requiring honesty, fair play, and compromise amidst natural discrepancy in order for the game to 
function at all. If players cheat, foul strategically, or cannot agree, the game literally stops. The 
concept of self-governing and respect, as proven effective in countless pick-up games with no 
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referee, naturally and seriously discourages efforts to take advantage of the rules or foul unnoticed. 
Players who do so undermine the purpose of the game itself risking their own reputation and that of 
the team. In this approach, sportsmanship is actually required in order to simply complete a game.

In many traditional sports, even at the highest levels, the consequences of personal and team 
reputation are minimal in regards to team success. Consequences most often punish individual 
players with fines and suspensions. Unless the punished player is among the few best players on 
the field, the team goes largely unpunished for undermining the game. Fouls are made strategically 
and, in some cases, cheating is praised. This creates a difficult situation for an objective judge—
nearly an impossible task to complete without error.

It is contradictory to sportsmanship that purposely committing fouls increases the chances 
of winning. Clock-manipulating and strategic fouling, arguably contradictory to athleticism, 
sportsmanship, and game flow has become the rule in any closely contested basketball game. This 
is a clear departure from the game’s original design. 

In a game like soccer (football) where the clock does not stop and replays are not allowed, referee 
flaws are traditionally understood to be part of the game. That the professional game of soccer also 
involves rampant fake injury and diving is no coincidence. The finest players in the world are known 
to manipulate the atmosphere of expected referee oversight with apparently little consequence in 
reputation and no consequence of game success. Increased expectation of officials to be flawless 
weakens player accountability and respect.

Sports officiating is, after all, a highly-controlled form of politics. It is important to note that in 
democratic societies, there are ultimately no all-powerful arbitrators. From a jury of peers to a panel 
of justices in the highest courts, decisions are made by consensus. These systems are not perfect 
and often require compromise, but they have been effective enough to replace single-judge 
systems at the highest contemporary levels.

In governing, there are single judges at low levels which, much like a sport, have the advantage of 
efficiency. But sports like American football and tennis rely on an increasing amount of replay time 
and technology, only available at the highest levels. When a sport requires the number of referees 
to greatly outnumber the competitors, an alternative must be possible.

Consensus officiating involves interpretation and error as with any sport. The intent is to foster 
honesty by making players, not a third party, accountable participants in game decisions. A player’s 
reputation is hoisted by calling his or her own foul rather than by slyly committing one. Lack of 
cooperation in the game has personal, team, and whole-game consequences while accepting 
compromise and interpretation is rewarded by direct benefit. 

Consensus officiating is an experimental concept that requires a great deal of practical application 
before reaching its maturity. Futures years of trial will surely refine the concept. 

(About Consensus Officiating continued)
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Officiating Signals

Two bounces
(Point with open-hand to appropriate shot box  
or half line for serve. Point the direction of ball 
with signaling hand.)

Oval  
1 point

Out-of-bounds contact 
Player touches the ball during or after touching the 
ground beyond the base line (shot box).
Offense serves from service line.

Game warning 
Signaled by a captain when foul agreement cannot be 
reached or if fair play comes into question.  
Three warnings ends the game with no result.

Open-hand contact
Contact with ball is made below the elbow 
while more than half of palm revealed.

Five consecutive touches  
by one player.

Possession violation
In Open Field, defender touches ball while  
receiver is in control of ball in air within arm’s length.  
Receiver’s fists must be below his or her head.

Interference 
Substantial contact with another player  
prior to touching the ball.

High kick  
Thigh raised above parallel with ground while kicking ball.

FOULS – Serve from spot of violation.  
(Signal foul with one hand. Point the direction of ball with other hand.)



Nashball is a not-for-profit idea free and open 

to all. Designed for simplicity, creativity, and 

minimal resources, the sport encourages self-

officiated respect and health for athletes of 

all backgrounds and abilities. The players of 

nashball invite free distribution of the Official 

Manual, the game, and the logos contained 

here in any profit-free way. Copyrights and 

trademarks to this information are the property 

of the Nashball Community and are not available 

to be used in any manner that creates profit or 

undermines the integrity of the sport.

For questions or media inquiries  
please contact info@nashball.org.


